The grafted hippocampus: an epileptic focus.
Field potentials and unitary activity were investigated in the grafted and the host hippocampi in freely moving rats and in vitro. The subcortical afferents and efferents of the hippocampus (fimbria-fornix, FF) were removed by aspiration. Solid pieces of hippocampal grafts derived from 15- to 16-day-old fetuses were placed in the lesion cavity in rats with unilateral FF lesions, and cell suspensions prepared from fetal hippocampi were grafted directly into the host hippocampi in animals with bilateral FF lesions. Reciprocal communication between the grafted and the host hippocampi was monitored with a 16-microelectrode probe from 7 to 10 months after grafting. The fluorescent retrograde tracer, Fluorogold, was used to examine graft-host projections and acetylcholinesterase staining to reveal host-derived fibers in the graft. The most typical neuronal pattern of the hippocampal graft was a highly synchronous population burst with concurrent EEG spike. The speed of propagation of the EEG spike within the graft and across the graft-host interface was either fast (greater than 3 m/s) or slow (less than 0.5 m/s). Large amplitude, short duration EEG spikes usually propagated with a high speed, while smaller amplitude, wider spikes with broad population bursts spread at a lower velocity. The direction of propagation was usually uniform indicating that the population burst was triggered by a localized subgroup of highly excitable neurons ("focus"). Spontaneous seizures were also present in the solid graft which frequently invaded the host hippocampus. The incidence of EEG spikes was three times higher in rats with bilateral suspension grafts than in animals with FF lesion only. In about half of the grafted rats spontaneous behavioral seizures were also observed. Intracellular recordings from putative pyramidal cells in the graft and in the host revealed large amplitude (10-12 mV), spontaneously occurring EPSPs. IPSPs were difficult to detect even during depolarizations of up to 20 mV from rest. We suggest that the increased excitability of the hippocampal graft is due to the high incidence of recurrent excitatory collaterals terminating on or close to the somata of pyramidal neurons. Population bursts may spread fast via extensively arborizing axon collaterals or slowly by successively activating new sets of neighboring neurons. Spontaneous behavioral convulsions are explained by assuming that the grafted hippocampus serves as an epileptic focus which is capable of kindling the host brain by repeated seizure induction.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)